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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates whether financial analysts’ power to move prices arises from

investors’ tendency to blindly follow analyst earnings estimates. Analyst forecasts are

often overly optimistic. This optimism is predictable and may generate temporarily

inflated stock prices. In addition, for high credit risk stocks, the quintile predicted to

have the most optimistic forecasts outperforms the quintile with the least optimistic

forecasts by about 19% per year. Certain types of firms attract significantly more

analyst optimism than others—namely those with poor credit quality. For these firms,

the price distortions caused by analyst optimism are so large and frequent that they

account for the negative credit risk-return relation observed in the cross section of U.S.

stocks.
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Keen observers of the stock market recognize that analyst recommendations and forecasts

move stock prices. What is unclear is whether such price movements arise because of the ra-

tional dissemination of the analyst’s superior information or because of “animal spirits”—the

tendency of investors to slavishly follow experts’ opinions, irrespective of their merit. Distin-

guishing which of these two views of analyst opinions is correct advances our understanding

of what determines stock prices. Researchers who subscribe to the view that markets are

efficient believe that analysts move stock prices because market participants recognize that

analysts have access to superior information or analysis, leading to a more accurate portrait

of the fair pricing of a stock. The alternative view—that analysts’ power to move prices

arises from the blind tendency to follow—represents a behavioral perspective.

If markets are efficient, the price movements generated by the news in analyst recom-

mendations and forecasts should be permanent. That is, subsequent price movements will

be random. Moreover, to the extent that the analyst’s view is predictable, and therefore not

news, it should not move stock prices. If, alternatively, the behavioral perspective is correct,

then both predictable and unpredictable analyst opinions may change stock prices. However,

we would know that these analyst-driven price movements emerged from animal spirits and

not news if they are temporary—that is, they subsequently tend to reverse. When these

temporary price movements stem from a predictable analyst opinion, which cannot be news,

the behavioral perspective on markets becomes particularly salient.

This paper finds strong evidence for the behavioral perspective: Firms with more opti-

mistic consensus analyst forecasts subsequently earn lower risk-adjusted returns. The most

likely explanation for this “analyst-bias anomaly” is that optimism temporarily inflates prices

and inflated prices deflate as more accurate earnings and revenue information is disseminated

to the market. This obvious behavioral explanation distinguishes the analyst-bias anomaly

from other major anomalies, which do not as readily reveal their root causes. Supporting

this behavioral view of the analyst-bias anomaly is that the lower returns of firms with up-
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wardly biased forecasts are witnessed for a predictable component of the bias. A predictable

component is not news, but it moves prices nonetheless.

Consensus analysts earnings forecasts in general tend to be overly optimistic, particularly

long before earnings are announced.1 Certain types of firms—e.g., those that have a history

of optimism, those for which analyst opinions diverge, those with lower past returns, and

those with negative past earnings surprises—tend to have more analyst optimism than others.

These types of firms appear to be the most overpriced at the time of the earnings forecast;

their stocks subsequently perform poorly compared to firms with less optimism.

Prior research links analyst earnings forecasts to future stock price changes, but seems

inconclusive about whether these price changes are permanent responses to superior funda-

mental valuation or temporary consequences of analyst hunches. Womack (1996) identifies

a positive link between analyst opinions and future stock returns. He shows that investors

who mimic analysts’ recommendations achieve superior performance. Womack’s evidence

portrays analysts as savants who identify when a stock’s price differs from a fair value that

the price ultimately gravitates towards. By contrast, LaPorta (1996) shows that stocks with

the highest earnings growth forecasts tend to earn the lowest returns. At first glance, this is

a view of analysts as “Pied Pipers.” Investors who march to their forecast tunes are doomed

to underperform the market. However, the link LaPorta finds between returns and prior

earnings growth forecasts is strongly tied to the low returns of high growth stocks docu-

mented by Fama and French (1992). Ackert and Athanassakos (1997) and Diether, Malloy,

and Scherbina (2002) show that analyst forecast dispersion predicts lower future returns.

The theory here is that the market reacts only to the more optimistic half of the forecasts

because of short-sale constraints, which inflates a stock’s price the more dispersion there is.

1Analyst bias towards optimism was first documented in De Bondt and Thaler (1990) and Ali, Klein,
and Rosenfeld (1992). Since then, researchers have advanced several explanations for this analyst optimism.
These include overconfidence (Hilary and Menzly, 2006), under/over-reaction to bad/good news (Easterwood
and Nutt, 1999), underwriter affiliation and investment banking relationships (Lin and McNichols, 1998),
bolstering trading commissions (Hayes, 1998), and access to firm managers (Francis and Philbrick, 1993).
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As inflated share prices ultimately deflate, stocks with more dispersion earn lower future

returns. However, Avramov, Chordia, Jostova, and Philipov (2009b) argue that firms with

the greatest forecast dispersion tend to be firms with high credit risk, a prognosticator of

subsequent poor performance. Once credit risk is controlled for, dispersion plays no role in

predicting returns.

Our research design differs from others in its direct focus on the rationality of the consen-

sus forecast. We study whether false consensus analyst optimism artificially inflates a stock’s

price, controlling for forecast dispersion, credit risk, momentum, value, firm size, and other

factors. The trading strategies studied in our paper are tied to cross-sectional differences in

the optimism of analyst earnings forecasts. For example, analysts tend to be most overly

optimistic about the earnings of high credit risk firms. The average consensus forecast is

42% higher than actual earnings for firms in the worst (prior month) credit rating quintile,

but is less than 9% above actual earnings for firms in the best credit rating quintile.

As noted above, the extant literature shows that credit risk correlates with a firm’s risk

premium, but not in the direction one might expect. Dichev (1998), Campbell, Hilscher, and

Szilagyi (2008), and Avramov, Chordia, Jostova, and Philipov (2009a) document that high

credit risk stocks earn lower returns than low credit risk stocks. This “credit risk effect”

is considered anomalous because high credit risk stocks also have higher systematic risk

than other stocks. We find that the negative risk-adjusted returns of high credit risk stocks

disappear once we control for analyst optimism. The low returns for many of the stocks in

the high credit risk sector are consistent with artificially inflated prices converging to their

fundamental values as the extreme analyst optimism about their earnings prospects wanes.

This paper quantifies the influence of analysts’ false earnings optimism on stock prices

using either portfolio sorts or cross-sectional regressions of risk-adjusted returns on various

firm characteristics and the predicted degree of false optimism in the consensus analyst earn-

ings forecast. Trading against this false optimism leads to highly profitable market-neutral
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strategies that cannot be explained by risk or any of the well-known stock return anomalies

documented by finance researchers. This analyst bias anomaly is large, particularly for com-

panies with the poorest credit ratings. The share valuations of these firms plausibly possess

the greatest sensitivity to information, increasing the value of a rumor or false hunch per-

ceived as information. Indeed, among stocks in the highest credit risk quintile, those with

predicted analyst bias in the highest quintile underperform those with bias in the lowest

quintile by 163 basis points per month.

There are three contributions to the literature here. First, our research documents that

overly optimistic analyst forecasts are more prevalent among firms with high credit risk.

Second, it shows that cross-sectional differences in analyst optimism lead to an efficient

markets anomaly: An investor can earn abnormal risk-adjusted profits by selling high credit

risk firms with the most overly optimistic consensus forecasts and/or buying those with the

least optimistic forecasts. Third, we conclude that greater analyst optimism for high credit

risk stocks is the likely explanation for their lower returns and negative alphas. Specifically,

average risk-adjusted returns sorted by credit rating, as well as cross-sectional regressions

of risk-adjusted returns on credit ratings, show that returns significantly decrease as the

credit rating deteriorates (and credit risk increases). Including analyst bias in the sorts

and regressions eliminates this inverse relation between a stock’s credit risk and its average

return. In fact, once we control for analyst bias, there is a positive (albeit weak) relationship

between credit risk and average returns.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section I discusses the data and methodology. It also

presents summary statistics relating analyst bias and credit risk to a variety of firm attributes.

Section II presents our results, focusing on the joint effect of credit risk and analyst bias

on risk-adjusted returns. Both portfolio sorts and cross-sectional regressions measure the

profitability of trading strategies based on analyst bias. The last part of Section II presents

a model that can be used to interpret the observed results. Section III concludes the paper.
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I. Data and Methodology

This section first describes the filters used to create the sample of firms we study. Then, it

discusses the methodology for computing risk-adjusted returns and analyst optimism bias,

followed by a discussion of the specifications used to relate these two variables. Finally,

it presents summary statistics for the data, conditional on credit risk and two rankings of

predicted analyst bias.

Data Filters. Our analysis starts with all NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ-listed common

stocks on the CRSP Monthly Returns File that trade from 1986 to 2012.2 In each month t

of the 27-year sample period, we include each stock i in a trading strategy based on equal-

weighted portfolio sorts or regression analysis (with coefficients representing portfolio re-

turns). The trades employ a signal computed from a month t−1 forecast of stock i’s analyst

optimism bias and control variables believed to be related to the cross-section of expected

returns. We exclude stocks that lack a) share prices at or above $1 at the end of month

t−1, or b) a month t CRSP return3 or c) a month t−1 Standard & Poor’s (S&P) long-term

domestic issuer credit rating.4 These requirements generate a sample of 318,781 firm-month

observations with the number of firms each month ranging from 776 to 1,234.

Risk-Adjusted Returns. We use risk-adjusted returns throughout the paper. In particular,

following Brennan, Chordia, and Subrahmanyam (1998), we compute stock i’s month t risk-

adjusted return as the difference between its realized month t excess return and its month t

2October 1985 represents the first month that the credit ratings of firms reliably appear on WRDS.
3We adjust for delisting months using the standard treatment for delisting returns, i.e. compounding

delisting returns with standard returns (see Beaver, McNichols, and Price, 2007).
4We employ S&P’s long-term issuer credit rating of each firm as listed in Compustat for each month t, or in

S&P’s RatingsXpress when the credit rating is missing from Compustat. As defined by S&P, the “long-term
issuer credit rating is a current opinion of an issuer’s overall creditworthiness, apart from its ability to repay
individual obligations. This opinion focuses on the obligor’s capacity and willingness to meet its long-term
financial commitments (those with maturities of more than one year) as they come due.” When reporting
average credit ratings for groups of firms, we convert the 22 S&P letter ratings into numerical scores as
follows: 1=AAA, 2=AA+,. . . , 10=BBB−, 11=BB+,. . . , 19=CCC−, 20=CC, 21=C, 22=D. Hence, higher
scores indicate higher credit risk. Mapping letter ratings into numbers and vice versa serves the purpose of
averaging ratings. Ratings AAA to BBB− are considered investment grade (denoted IG) and ratings BB+
to D are considered non-investment grade or high-yield (denoted NIG).
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predicted excess return from the four-factor model of Carhart (1997):

r∗i,t = (ri,t − rf,t)− β̂i,MKT MKTt − β̂i,SMBSMBt − β̂i,HMLHMLt − β̂i,UMDUMDt (1)

where β̂ik is beta estimated from a time-series regression of the firm’s excess stock return

on the four factors over the entire sample period. The regression is separately run for every

stock that has at least 24 months of non-missing return data.5

Computing Analyst Optimism Bias. A firm’s earnings forecast bias at a point in time

is defined to be the percentage difference between its consensus earnings forecast and an

unbiased estimate of its earnings given the information at that time. Unfortunately, this

forecast bias is not directly measurable because we don’t know what the unbiased forecast

is. To estimate it, we rely on rational expectations. The unbiased forecast can be viewed

as the realized future earnings of the firm plus mean zero noise. Hence, we use the future

realized earnings in place of the unmeasurable unbiased earnings forecast. Specifically, firm

i’s month t ex-post analyst bias is computed as its (end-of) month t consensus annual earnings

per share (EPS) forecast for what I/B/E/S refers to as the fiscal year FY1 (or current year)

forecast6 minus the actual EPS realized at the fiscal year end, standardized by the absolute

value of the actual EPS.7 Formally,

ABi,t =
ConForecastEPST

i,t − EPST
i

|EPST
i |

(2)

5While this entails the use of future data in calculating factor loadings, Fama and French (1992) show
that an in-sample approach does not bias coefficients and tends to only have a negligible influence on them
compared to out-of-sample estimation. See also Avramov and Chordia (2006).

6Firm i’s end-of-month consensus forecast is an average of the most recent earnings per share forecasts
collected by I/B/E/S from analysts following firm i. The FY1 forecast thus refers to the earliest fiscal year
earnings that have yet to be announced by month end t.

7All calculations that use the ex-post bias exclude firm-month observations with obvious reporting errors.
Among these are cases where month T ’s earnings announcement precedes the firm’s fiscal period-end date
or is reported to be exactly zero. To prevent small positive and negative values of actual EPS from unduly
affecting our inferences, analyses that employ the ex-post bias as an input only include bias observations
between the 1st and 99th percentiles for the overall sample.
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where EPST
i is firm i’s actual EPS for the fiscal year end (ultimately announced in month

T ) and ConForecastEPST
i,t is the month t analyst consensus forecast of that annual EPS,

made prior to month T .

Naturally, this analyst bias changes every month as analysts update their forecasts for

the same upcoming fiscal year. We refer to this measure of analyst bias as “ex-post” because

actual 10K earnings have yet to be announced in forecast month t. Indeed, the bias is

generally not known until one to three months after the fiscal year ends.

To properly assess whether this bias influences stock prices, we need a measure of the

firm’s analyst forecast bias at the time of the earnings forecast, not at the later date when

true earnings are announced. An ex-post bias measure that looks ahead at future earnings to

compute a stock’s degree of analyst optimism could inversely correlate with future returns

for reasons that have nothing to do with the analysts’ tendency towards greater or less

optimism for a stock—but rather, because future returns are leading indicators of future

realized earnings.

We obtain our ex-ante bias measure as a prediction of the ex-post bias measure from

instruments known at least one-month prior to the consensus forecast. Specifically, the

prediction comes from a panel regression of a firm’s (end-of) month-t bias on control variables

known at the end of month t− 1 and the prior fiscal year’s analyst bias, with the prior bias

measured with the same delay as month t from the last 10K earnings announcement. The

controls in the instrumental variable regression include:

• dispersion, as measured by the prior-month standard deviation of analyst EPS fore-

casts, standardized by the absolute value of the prior month consensus analyst forecast,

subject to at least two analysts covering the firm;

• coverage, as measured by the prior month’s number of analysts covering a firm;

• two regressors, one for positive (and one for negative) momentum, as measured by the
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maximum (or minimum) of zero and the firm’s cumulative past 6-month return (which

excludes the return in the prior month);

• two regressors, one for positive (and one for negative) earnings surprise, as measured

by the maximum (or minimum) of zero and the most recent year-to-year change in

quarterly earnings known at the end of month t− 1, scaled by the standard deviation

of the 8 most recent earnings changes for the same quarter;

• dummies for small firms and value firms that take values of one if the firm is below

the sample’s prior-month median for size or above the prior-month median for book-

to-market, respectively;

• rating dummies indicating prior-month membership in one of 17 notched S&P credit

rating groups;8

• industry dummies for 19 of the 20 industries in Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999).

Formally, our prediction, ÂBi, of firm i’s analyst bias during month t (dropping t for nota-

tional simplicity) is given by:

ÂBi = c0 + c1 PastABi + c2 Dispersioni + c3 Coveragei

+c4 PastRet−i + c5 PastRet+i + c6 SUE−
i + c7 SUE+

i (3)

+c8 DSmall,i + c9 DV alue,i + d DRating,i + e DIndustry,i

where PastABi is the actual analyst bias for the prior fiscal year following the 10K earnings

announcement by the same number of months as ABi, and the coefficients c0, ..., c9,d, e,

are estimates from a full sample panel regression of ABi on the regressors in the equation

8The five omitted credit ratings, CCC+, CCC, CCC−, CC, and C, embedded in the constant, are grouped
together because they contain relatively few observations.
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above.9

To illustrate, consider the prediction of firm i’s May 1995 analyst bias. Assume that firm

i’s May 1995 consensus current-year earnings forecast is for a fiscal year ending in December

1995. Also, assume that firm i always reports its annual earnings in February. Then,

firm i’s PastABi regressor would be fiscal 1994’s actual analyst bias for May 1994, three

months past fiscal 1993’s earnings announcement month. In some cases, a firm may report

annual earnings in January one year and in March the next, in which case the PastABi

regressor would be 14 months rather than 12 months prior to the month in which ABi is

measured.10 Relating ex-post biases at the same point in two consecutive annual earnings

forecast cycles—which usually, but not always, is 12 months apart—accounts for the fact that

analyst optimism bias predictably diminishes over the cycle, as documented by Richardson,

Teoh, and Wysocki (2004). In part, this is because an optimistic forecast bias cannot be

maintained for the portion of annual earnings that ceases to be forecastable—a portion fully

disclosed by the release of quarterly earnings in corporate 10Q statements.

To address the annual cyclicality in optimism bias, panel regression (3) is run separately

for four groups of firms sorted by the number of 10Q earnings statements (denoted q = 0, 1,

2, or 3) released by the firm for the relevant fiscal year.11 In addition to constructing ÂB and

ÂB quintile sorts within each month, we assign firms monthly to cycle-specific ÂB quintiles

by comparing the ÂBs of firms sharing the same q. All firms in the same quintile for their

cycle-specific cohort are then grouped together. We also create a cycle-adjusted measure

of predicted analyst forecast bias, denoted ÂB
CA

. For each subgroup q, we look at the

9The panel regression has no firm fixed effects. Although we use the same full-sample coefficients for each
firm-month, the panel’s in-sample regression coefficients are about the same for the first and second half of
the sample period.

10We exclude observations for which the PastABi precedes ABi by more than 15 months (thus indicating
a delay in the announcement preceding month t of more than 3 months or a major change in the fiscal year).
We have verified that our results are robust to changing the maximum difference to 20 months.

11Since 10Q earnings announcement dates in Compustat are more sparse that 10K announcement dates,
we assume that the announcement month for each of the three 10Q earnings reports occurs at three-month
intervals after the 10K announcement month.
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average predicted analyst bias across all firm-months in that subgroup. The cycle-adjusted

firm-month observations, ÂB
CA

, in cycle q, are obtained by multiplying the corresponding

firm-month observations of ÂB by the ratio of the sample average predicted bias for cycle 0

to that for cycle q.

Table I reports equation (3)’s coefficients for regressions using subgroups of firms, sorted

by forecast cycle q. It shows that past analyst bias, analyst forecast dispersion, being a small

firm, and being a value firm are positively related to future analyst bias; earnings surprises

(particularly negative ones), coverage, and past returns (particularly negative ones) are in-

versely related to future analyst bias. These three inverse relationships could be accounted

for by the fact that analysts update their earnings forecasts infrequently whereas true ex-

pectations of earnings update almost continuously—past returns and earnings surprises are

two sources of information that would rationally update an earnings forecast, while a larger

pool of analysts is more likely to witness some analyst within the pool updating, thus chang-

ing the consensus. The greater competition within larger pools of analysts may also deter

procrastination by analysts when new information warrants an updated earnings forecast.

Credit risk is also related to analyst bias, influencing variables on both the left and right

sides of equation (3). We will discuss the role of credit risk in great detail later in the paper.

As this is a panel regression, with enormous amounts of data, all of these instruments

are highly significant. Clustering of standard errors would not alter this conclusion. The

regressions have R-squareds that range from 7% to about 8.5%, depending on the forecast

cycle quarter. R-squareds of this magnitude are impressive in that the regressions are at-

tempting to outperform the consensus forecast of supposed experts, estimating the degree

to which the consensus is wrong. The R-squareds are not affected by the general tendency

towards analyst optimism, only by predictable differences in the optimism bias across firms

in a given month.

Lastly, we note that the coefficients reported in Table I are fairly consistent in sign
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and magnitude across the four forecast cycles. In light of the high degree of cyclicality in

forecast bias, it appears that forecasting the ex-post bias with cycle-specific regressions is

the appropriate way to develop the instrument for analyst bias. As evidence of the degree of

cyclicality in analyst bias, Figure I Plot A documents forecast bias cyclicality for our sample.

It graphs average ex-post bias in 48 event-time months centered around month 0, which

corresponds to the most recent 10K announcement. The three lines correspond to average ex-

post bias for all firms with credit ratings, as well as for investment-grade and non-investment-

grade firms. All three lines in the graph show a similar 12-month pattern—analyst bias is

largest at the beginning of the forecast cycle, just when earnings are announced. It diminishes

monotonically as the next 10K earnings announcement approaches; then, the bias pops up

again as the next earnings cycle begins. The cyclical pattern is more exaggerated for non-

investment grade (NIG) firms.

Figure I Plot B illustrates that ex-ante bias, ÂB, computed from equation (3), exhibits

the same event-time cyclicality as the ex-post bias. The figure’s three lines graph average

predicted bias in event time, with time measured relative to the most recent 10K announce-

ment month. The figure shows there is 12-month cyclicality for all firms, but the zeniths of

the lines are larger for NIG firms. The same cyclicality cannot be seen in Figure I Plot C,

which graphs the same three lines for cycle-adjusted analyst bias, ÂB
CA

.

Relating Bias Level to the Cross-Section of Expected Returns. To assess the predictive

power of analyst bias for future returns, we run monthly cross-sectional regressions of risk-

adjusted stock returns, r∗i,t, as defined by the 4-factor model in equation (1), on one-month

lagged ex-ante analyst bias, ÂBi,t−1, (or the analogous cycle-adjusted bias) and various

combinations of lagged firm-level variables. The firm-level variables are chosen as controls

because they may be related to the cross-section of 4-factor risk-adjusted returns. The full
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specification is:

r∗i,t = c0,t + c1,t ÂBi,t−1 + c2,t (ÂBi,t−1 ×DCR5,t−1) + c3,t DCR5,t−1

+c4,t ri,t−7:t−2 + c5,t Dispersioni,t−1 + c6,t SUEi,t−1 + εi,t (4)

where DCR5,t−1 is a credit risk dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the credit rating

indicates that the firm is one of the 20% most credit risky stocks, ri,t−7:t−2 is the cumulative

return over months [t − 7 : t − 2], Dispersioni,t−1 is the dispersion in analyst forecasts in

month t − 1, and SUEi,t−1 is the last reported quarterly earnings surprise as benchmarked

by the random walk model.12

Lagging the predicted bias regressor, ÂBi,t−1, by one month ensures that all of the

instruments used to generate this regressor are known prior to the start of the return month,

including the PastABi instrument. Recall, from the illustration on page 9, that predicted

bias for May 1995 is derived, in part, from a past ex-post bias computed for May 1994’s

forecast that becomes known only in February 1995. It is the June 1995 risk-adjusted return

that we correlate with the May 1995 predicted bias, but May 1995’s predicted bias uses past

bias information known in February 1995, as well as other instruments, like coverage, known

at the end of April 1995.

Summary Statistics. Table II presents summary statistics. For each of five (approxi-

mately equally populated) groups sorted at the beginning of each month, Table II reports

the time-series average of the monthly cross-sectional means of the firm’s credit rating (using

the number mapping described earlier), non-investment-grade dummy (NIG=1 for a BB+

rating or below), highly speculative dummy (HS = 1 for a B+ rating or below), distressed

dummy (DIS=1 implies a CCC+ rating or below), predicted analyst bias (ÂB), cycle-

adjusted analyst bias, (ÂB
CA

), actual analyst bias (AB), market capitalization, book-to-

12The random walk model’s earnings surprise is the last reported quarterly earnings minus the earnings
four quarters prior, standardized by the standard deviation of the last eight of these earnings changes.
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market ratio, past 6-month cumulative return, current-month raw and 4-factor risk-adjusted

return, CAPM and 4-factor Carhart betas, analyst dispersion, coverage, and earnings sur-

prise (SUE). Panel A reports averages for five credit rating groups, Panel B for five predicted

analyst bias groups, and Panel C for quintiles sorted on within-cycle predicted analyst bias.

In Panel A, credit group 1 (CR1) represents the highest-rated firms (averaging an A+

S&P rating), CR2 is the second highest (average rating of BBB+), CR3 is the third highest

(average of BBB−), CR4 is the fourth (average of BB−), and CR5 is the lowest (average of

B).13 The predicted and actual analyst biases tend to reflect an overall bias towards optimism,

with more optimism the higher is the credit risk. The predicted biases are 10.17%, 15.28%,

21.71%, 34.55%, and 37.93% across the CR1 to CR5 groups, respectively. The cycle-adjusted

bias equivalent shows a similar pattern. The actual ex-post biases are again monotonically

increasing in credit risk: 8.68%, 15.08%, 24.07%, 38.19%, and 42.06%.

In addition, the higher credit risk groups in Panel A tend to be smaller firms with

larger book-to-market ratios, greater analyst forecast dispersion, lower coverage, smaller

past earnings surprises, and lower past and current monthly returns. At the same time,

these groups tend to have higher systematic risk, with CAPM betas averaging 1.38 for CR5

firms and 0.89 for CR1 firms, while 4-factor market betas average 1.26 in CR5 and 0.98 in

CR1. The tendency of high credit risk firms to have lower returns leads to the anomalous

credit risk effect documented in the literature (Dichev, 1998). The low credit risk CR1

portfolio earns 104 basis points per month, while the high credit risk CR5 portfolio earns

46 basis points per month, even though CR5 firms have higher market betas. The 58 basis

points per month spread between the CR1 and CR5 returns is about the same (49 basis

points) with the four-factor risk adjustment, leaving a sizable alpha anomaly of about 7.5%

per year.

13The credit groups are designed to have approximately 20% of all firms in each group in each month.
Quintiles are formed each month, hence the quintile cutoffs may change due to the changing composition of
rated firms in the sample.
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Table II Panel B reports the same summary statistics for each of five predicted analyst-

bias quintiles known at the end of the prior month. Predicted analyst bias correlates nega-

tively with returns—past six month returns, as well as current-month raw and risk-adjusted

returns—and negatively with same-date (signed) earnings surprises and firm size; it cor-

relates positively with same-date forecast dispersion and book-to-market ratio. Predicted

analyst bias also exhibits the same positive relationship between bias and credit risk observed

in Panel A. Indeed, the correlation patterns observed in Panel B for predicted analyst bias

are similar to the patterns observed for credit risk in Panel A. Panel C’s construction is like

Panel B’s, except it sorts firms into quintiles after ranking a firm’s predicted analyst bias

relative to other firms sharing the same quarter q (q = 0, 1, 2, or 3) of their earnings forecast

cycle. Panel C’s results are highly similar to those in Panel B.

II. Results and Discussion

This section analyzes the joint role of credit rating and analyst bias as determinants of the

cross-section of expected returns. It first studies the issue using independent portfolio sorts,

then using cross-sectional regressions with multiple specifications and additional controls.

Finally, it develops an extraordinarily simple model of information revelation and inference

that is consistent with the results.

Risk-Adjusted Returns Sorted by Credit Rating and Bias. Credit risk’s positive correlation

with analyst bias and negative correlation with average return and risk-adjusted return

complicates inferences about the role of credit risk and analyst bias in share price formation.

To better understand how the former two characteristics influence average returns, Table III

shows average risk-adjusted returns and t-statistics for 25 portfolios. Panel A’s portfolios are

obtained from an independent 5 × 5 sort on credit rating and predicted analyst bias, ÂB;

Panel B’s sort assigns bias quintiles based on ÂB ranks among groups of stocks sharing the
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same forecast cycle, q. In both panels, the risk-adjusted returns are benchmarked against

Carhart’s (1997) 4-factor model, as described earlier.

In addition to the time series average of the monthly cross-sectional means of the risk-

adjusted returns, the border rows and columns of Table III’s two panels difference the entries

(category 5 less category 1) in the corresponding rows and columns and provide t-statistics.

The t-statistics are generated from the time series of risk-adjusted return differences between

two equal-weighted portfolios corresponding to categories 5 and 1.

Perhaps the highlight of the table is the bias-related spread in the panels’ CR5 rows,

consisting of the most credit-distressed firms. For these firms, the Panel A spread between

the quintile of stocks predicted to have the greatest and least analyst optimism is 161 basis

points per month, or about 19% per year. For Panel B’s cycle-specific sorts, it is 163 basis

points per month. In both panels, these spreads are accounted for more by firms with the

most conservative forecasts (AB1) than by firms with the most optimistic forecasts (AB5).

Thus, a long-short investment strategy that takes advantage of this spread would earn greater

risk-adjusted returns from the long leg of the strategy than from the short leg, although both

legs significantly contribute to the strategy’s overall profitability.

The results from the double sorts in Panels A and B of Table III lead to three conclusions.

First, except for firms with the most credit risk, risk-adjusted returns across analyst bias

groups do not significantly differ from zero. In rows CR1-CR4, representing the more cred-

itworthy firms, virtually no relationship exists between our ex-ante measure of analyst bias

and the cross section of expected returns (as implied by their statistical nearness to zero).

Second, only for the least creditworthy firms (row CR5 in Panels A and B), a monotonic

relationship exists between predicted analyst bias and risk-adjusted returns. The relation-

ship is remarkably strong. Third, the apparent inverse relationship between a stock’s credit

risk and its expected return, documented in Table II Panel A and by prior research, could

be an artifact of the correlation between credit risk and analyst bias. Plots A and B of
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Figure II are 3D bar graphs of the average number of firms in each of the 25 cells in Panels

A and B of Table III, respectively. As the block heights in Figure II indicate, more firms

appear in the top left and bottom right corners of Table III’s two panels, reflecting credit

risk’s correlation with forecast bias. The risk-adjusted return difference between firms in this

extreme pair of corner cells thus could be due to differences in credit risk or to differences in

analyst bias. Given the abundance of firms in these two cells, it is obvious that the inference

of a negative premium for credit risk from the negative correlation between credit risk and

return is fraught with peril: the negative correlation could easily be due to a negative return

“premium” for analyst bias.

When controlling for both credit risk and analyst bias, as in Table III, the data pattern

of the entire matrix of risk-adjusted returns complicates conclusions about the separate roles

played by credit risk and analyst bias. Increases in analyst bias reduce returns, but only for

the highest credit risk firms. Alternatively, extreme credit risk has a depressing effect on the

risk-adjusted returns of high-bias (ÂB5) firms and an enhancing effect for low-bias (ÂB1)

firms. The more parsimonious of these two mathematically equivalent explanations is that

analyst bias reduces returns for high credit risk firms. In short, Occam’s razor suggests that

the risk-adjusted returns in the bottom row of the two panels is the sum of a fixed (positive

or negative) premium for credit risk and a negative premium for analyst bias that exists only

among the least creditworthy firms.

The sign and magnitude of the constant credit risk premium is even trickier to flesh out

from the data. The premium for extreme credit risk depends on the analyst bias column

against which credit risk is benchmarked. The bottom-right risk-adjusted return of the two

5x5 panels is the sum of the top right risk-adjusted return plus a negative premium for credit

risk. Moving leftwards along the bottom row of either panel enhances returns because analyst

bias diminishes (but the credit risk premium is the same for each column). The bottom-left

risk-adjusted return is the sum of the top left risk-adjusted return and a positive credit risk
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premium. Moving rightward along the bottom row reduces returns because analyst bias

increases. There are also credit risk premiums that exist in the middle categories of analyst

bias that are close to zero.

The proper analyst bias category for benchmarking the sign and magnitude of a bias-

independent credit risk premium depends on which degree of predicted analyst bias has no

effect on returns. In part, this depends on one’s view of markets. If investors understand

that analysts tend to be optimistic overall, and shift their beliefs so that the average degree

of analyst bias does not tend to generate inflated or deflated share prices, then column ÂB3,

which contains stocks with average degrees of bias, is the benchmark for calculating the

credit risk premium. With this benchmark, the CR5− CR1 difference implies a (negative)

credit risk premium of −13 to −16 basis points per month, depending on the panel. However,

predicted analyst bias is closest to zero in the ÂB1 quintile of firms, which carries a huge and

statistically significantly positive (CR5-CR1) credit risk premium of 96 and 93 basis points

per month in Panels A and B, respectively. Regardless of one’s belief about whether there

is a small insignificant credit risk premium or a large positive premium, it is the relatively

greater concentration of firms in the CR5 ÂB5 and CR1 ÂB1 cells that appears to generate

the odd negative correlation between credit risk and return.

The final insight from Table III comes from the similarity of the risk-adjusted returns in

its two panels. Panel B distinguishes itself from A by combining firms that are at different

points in their earnings forecast cycles for its quintile formation. This means that the spread

in analyst bias across the columns of Panel B is narrower than in A because the former’s

comparison for quintile classifications is based on a narrower range of firms. (This is also

confirmed from comparisons of Table II Panel C with Table II Panel B.) Yet, the less extreme

optimism differences in Table III Panel B generate similar spreads in risk-adjusted returns.

One interpretation of Panel B’s similar (indeed, negligibly greater) risk-adjusted return

spread between AB5 and AB1 for the least creditworthy firms is that return-influencing bias
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is a trait a firm possesses separate from its point in the forecast cycle. The stretch to this

conclusion, however, is that a large portion of firms are on relatively synchronized forecast

cycles due to their common fiscal years, which generally leads to January and February as

the most popular months for announcing annual earnings. Nevertheless, there are two good

reasons to believe that price-inflating optimism is not tied to forecast cyclicality, even if one

concluded that cyclicality represents a deliberate “walk down” in optimism bias by analysts14

rather than a mechanical artifact of quarterly earnings disclosures and guidance by firms.

First, valuations should be based on perpetual earnings streams, which are extrapolated from

near-term earnings forecasts. A 20% overly optimistic fourth-quarter earnings forecast for a

cycle q = 3 firm is only a 5% overly optimistic forecast of its annual earnings, but it is more

likely to lead gullible investors to overestimate earnings for the next several years by 20%

than by 5%. Put another way, the sum of the next four quarters of unrealized earnings have

no walk down in their forecast. Second, analysts publish forecasts for earnings they expect

to be generated in fiscal years other than the upcoming fiscal year. We (and probably most

other researchers) just lack the ability to study the impact of these longer horizon forecasts

due to data limitations. Historical observation of such forecasts (and even their existence)

is far rarer than the data collected for FY1.

The Marginal Effect of Analyst Bias and Credit Risk on Risk-Adjusted Returns. Ta-

ble III’s data pattern makes it difficult to pin down a credit risk premium because analyst

bias only influences the least creditworthy quintile of firms. This makes 5x5 quintile sorts,

a relatively agnostic approach to specification, unable to identify a credit risk premium—as

noted above, the premium depends on the analyst bias quintile that represents the bench-

mark. However, it might be possible to identify a credit risk premium for a model with more

structure to the specification. The identification here is generated by the functional form

of the regressors, as explained later. This motivation, as well as the desire to verify that

additional controls do not alter our key finding, lead us to run cross-sectional regressions of

14See, for example, Richardson, Teoh, and Wysocki (2004) for the first use of the term “walk-down.”
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risk-adjusted returns on a more tightly structured specification of analyst bias, credit risk,

interactions between the two, and control variables.

The controls include several instruments used as predictors in equation (3)’s ex-ante bias

regression: earnings surprises, dispersion in analyst forecasts, the momentum characteristic,

and industry fixed effects. These controls have a correlation pattern with both ex-ante op-

timism and risk-adjusted returns that might account for any observed negative relationship

between analyst bias and future risk-adjusted returns. Negative past earnings surprises pre-

dict analyst optimism (and vice versa), and both Ball and Brown (1968) and Foster, Olsen,

and Shevlin (1984), among others, document that earnings surprises are positively corre-

lated with future returns.15 Dispersion in analyst forecasts is correlated both with analyst

optimism and future returns.16 Finally, while our risk-adjusted returns control for a stock’s

exposure to the momentum factor, they do not control for the momentum characteristic; the

Carhart 4-factor model may not be an adequate control for the momentum characteristic.

Like our other controls, the momentum characteristic correlates both with bias (negatively)

and future returns (positively).17

To better understand how all of these variables interact, Table IV reports the time-

series average coefficients and their Fama and MacBeth (1973) t-statistics from monthly

cross-sectional regressions of risk-adjusted returns on five specifications of regressors based

on credit risk (proxied for by the CR5 dummy), predicted analyst bias (or cycle-adjusted

analyst bias), and controls (including industry dummies, which appear in all regressions).18

Panel A measures bias as the predicted bias, ÂB, while Panel B measures bias with its

15In part, the latter correlation stems from the ability of past surprises to predict future “surprises,”
despite the unfortunate choice of the latter’s name. See, for example, Freeman and Tse (1989) and Bernard
and Thomas (1990).

16See for example, Table II, as well as Ackert and Athanassakos (1997) and Diether, Malloy, and Scherbina
(2002)

17Doukas, Kim, and Pantzalis (2005) find that positive excessive analyst coverage (driven by banking
incentives and self-interest) is associated with overvaluation and low future returns. Omitting this variable
makes findings of an inverse correlation more conservative than they need to be.

18The results are highly similar without industry controls and are omitted from the table for brevity.
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cycle-adjusted cousin, ÂB
CA

.

Table IV’s five specifications yield many noteworthy insights about the return effects of

analyst bias, credit risk, and their interaction. Some of these insights are similar to those

discussed for Tables II and III. Specifications 1 and 2’s univariate regressions (plus industry

fixed effects) indicate that risk-adjusted returns inversely relate to both credit risk and pre-

dicted analyst bias (and cycle-adjusted bias), even with industry controls. However, because

analyst bias and its interaction with credit risk now possesses a specific functional form, we

can isolate the effect of credit risk from the effect of analyst bias. The remaining specifi-

cations indicate that extreme credit risk has no significant independent effect on returns,

while analyst bias adversely influences future risk-adjusted returns, albeit for the higher

credit risk firms (specifications 4 and 5). Thus, credit risk’s role is primarily to enhance the

return-depressing effects of analyst optimism bias.

In contrast to Table III, the cross-sectional regression’s functional form in Table IV,

particularly the continuity of analyst bias and its distribution in a linear model, does pin

down the credit risk premium as small and insignificant. Recall from Table III that one could

just as easily view the CR5 row as being constructed from a negative or a positive credit

risk premium (depending on the column one starts at) plus a return depressing analyst bias

effect that only operates for firms in the CR5 category. In Table IV, we see aspects of this

alternative perspective as well, since the coefficient on the interaction term (specifications

4 and 5) implies a credit risk premium that can be positive or negative, large or small,

depending on the sign and magnitude of a continuous analyst bias variable. Here, however,

the least squares criterion prevents us from fixing the credit risk premium at any level if we

want the best fit for all the data. Each possible premium for the CR5 category implies a

different fit for the distribution of analyst bias in the CR5 category. There are not enough

degrees of freedom in the linear specification to have a constant credit risk premium per

unit of analyst bias that perfectly offsets an arbitrary CR5 risk premium choice. Thus, the
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linearity of the model and the continuity of analyst bias identifies the credit risk premium as

the coefficient on the CR5 dummy, particularly in specification 5’s “all-variable” regression.

This premium is small and positive but insignificant for the predicted analyst bias regression

(0.16) and the cycle-adjusted analyst bias regression (0.11).

Despite the similarity of the interaction coefficients in specification 5 of Panels A and

B, the Panel B coefficient is of larger economic magnitude because the cycle-adjusted bias

metric, ÂB
CA

, is scaled up to match the analyst bias observed at the beginning of the

annual forecast cycle, i.e., cycle q = 0. The larger economic magnitude (coupled with

greater statistical significance) buttresses our earlier conclusion: that stock returns are not

influenced by a lessening of optimism due to the natural (or intentional) walk down of

optimistic earnings forecasts that take place over the earnings forecast cycle.

Table IV reveals that the economic magnitude of the effect of predicted analyst bias is

impressive. Cycle-adjusted or not, comparing a not too uncommon 20% optimistically biased

CR5 firm with another CR5 firm that has a 10% bias reduces risk-adjusted returns by about

10 basis points per month (0.1 times the sum of the analyst bias and interaction coefficients).

The cycle-adjusted analyst bias spread between the top- and bottom-bias quintiles is about

75% (see Panel B of Table II). Thus, even accounting for the effect of control variables

like momentum and earnings surprises, a diversified long-short strategy of quintile extremes

could earn abnormal returns of 10% per year. Moreover, since optimism tends to persist,

the transaction cost of a long-short strategy focused on trading bias-sorted portfolios of high

credit stocks could be relatively small compared to many other similarly profitable strategies

from the literature, like momentum or industry momentum.19

Discussion: A Model of Market Beliefs. The results in Tables III and IV are consistent

with the intuitive belief that when share prices are distorted by extreme analyst bias, they

ultimately have a tendency to revert (partially or fully) to their fair values based on a more

19See, for example, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999).
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rational assessment of fundamentals. For some firms with consensus forecasts in the extreme

tails of the analyst bias distribution, the forecasters are “getting caught.” The market

initially believes the analyst forecast, but eventually, some other unbiased information comes

out that dispels the notion that the current analyst earnings forecast should be believed. For

firms in the left tail of the analyst bias distribution, the alternative information is more likely

to generate an upward revision in earnings estimates by market participants; for firms in the

right tail, alternative information is more likely to generate downward revisions in these

estimates. Compounding this effect is the possibility that analyst forecasts mean revert.

The simplest model consistent with the results in Tables III and IV is one where market

participants value the firm at the beginning of each month based on the prevailing consensus

analyst forecast. However, at the end of the month, with some probability p, the market

receives a signal about earnings from another source. The signal is an unbiased forecast

of earnings and, if it is received, generates a substantial revaluation of the firm by market

participants. The signal could be earnings guidance by the firm, quarterly earnings releases,

press commentary, or any other earnings-specific information from a source other than the

analysts.

Without loss of generality, we assume that, if the signal is received, the market completely

discards the consensus analyst forecast and, instead, employs the alternative information

to form its earnings expectations. Section III later discusses how to generalize this to a

model where the market’s reliance on the analyst forecast is merely diminished, rather than

eliminated, when the alternative information is disclosed. For now, we prefer the pedagogy

and simpler algebra of the more extreme assumption. If the firm’s analyst forecast bias

remains constant over the month, this assumption implies that the expected difference in the

market’s earnings forecast over a month is the probability that the alternative information is

received times the degree to which the new information alters the market’s earnings forecast.

The model’s transparency is also facilitated by avoiding the Jensen’s inequality effects of
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convexity and concavity on the market’s inferences. To abstract from this complexity, we

assume that the market’s valuation is a linear function of its earnings forecast, and in turn,

the market’s earnings forecast is a linear function of the information the market believes.

Specifically, (and dropping the firm subscript i to simplify notation), at the end of month

t − 1, the market’s earnings per share forecast is a positive linear function of a consensus

analyst EPS forecast that contains a bias, B:

MktForecastEPST
t−1 = b0 + b1ConForecastEPST

t−1 (5)

= b0 + b1(EPST + ũT
t−1 + Bt−1), (6)

where ũT
t is the end of month t analyst ex-post forecast error in the absence of a bias, and

the market’s valuation based on this forecast is:

Pt−1 = k0 + k1MktForecastEPST
t−1. (7)

At the end of month t, no signal is revealed with probability 1− p. In this case,

MktForecastEPST
t = b0 + b1ConForecastEPST

t (8)

= b0 + b1(EPST + ũT
t + Bt), (9)

the date t share price is

Pt = k0 + k1MktForecastEPST
t , (10)

and the change in the share price is

∆Pt = k1b1(Bt + ũT
t −Bt−1 − ũT

t−1). (11)
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In the case where a signal is received,

MktForecastEPST
t = b0 + b1SignalEPST

t (12)

= b0 + b1(EPST + ṽT
t ), (13)

where vT
t is the end of month t ex-post forecast error of the signal, and the change in the

share price is:

∆Pt = k1b1(ṽ
T
t −Bt−1 − ũT

t−1). (14)

Hence, the expected change in the price is

E[∆Pt] = k1b1[−pBt−1 + (1− p)(Bt −Bt−1)]. (15)

Because k1b1 is positive and because the bias tends to mean revert, the expected price change

of firms with low analyst bias at t−1 exceeds the expected price change of firms with higher

bias at t− 1.

Mean reversion in analyst forecast bias is supported by Figure III. Figure III plots the

event-time paths of both average predicted analyst bias (ÂB, Panel A) and average cycle-

adjusted analyst bias (ÂB
CA

, Panel B) for the two extreme quintile portfolios ranked at

event date 0. The red-green pair of lines of the top bias quintile (at the top of the graph,

each representing a credit categoy) decline over the subsequent 18 months; the red-green pair

of lines of the bottom bias quintile (at the bottom of the graph) increase over the subsequent

18 months. For firms in the two extreme predicted bias quintiles, the greatest rate of mean

reversion is witnessed over the first month after bias ranking. The bias decrease over the

first subsequent month for firms with large amounts of analyst bias and increase for firms at

the opposite end of the spectrum magnifies the price change contributed from the alternative

information—an effect which relies on changes in investor gullibility.
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The model is easily parameterized to explain why bias only influences the risk-adjusted

returns of firms with high credit risk. The market’s sensitivity to analyst forecasts, and

ultimately the bias inherent in such forecasts, might differ across the credit categories for

a variety of reasons. Differences in p, k1, and b1 across the credit rating categories could

therefore explain why risk-adjusted return spreads, arising from cross-sectional differences

in analyst bias, are only evident for high-credit-risk firms.

III. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that analyst bias has profound effects on the risk-adjusted returns

of stocks with high credit risk. High credit risk stocks with greater degrees of analyst

optimism earn lower returns. This finding is consistent with the intuitive belief that analyst

bias inflates (or deflates) share prices. Direct measurement of price inflation and deflation is

a tall order, as it requires a proper model of fair value. Rather than commit to any particular

model of fair value, we simply show that when analyst bias is extreme, risk-adjusted returns

are consistent with share price inflation (or deflation) that reverts to zero. Equivalently,

prices, distorted by analyst bias, gravitate to fair value. This conclusion follows from the

plausible assumption that fair value, adjusted for risk and the time value of money, follows

a random walk, a point elaborated on below.

While the return difference between stocks with extreme differences in analyst bias could

potentially be explained by mean reversion in analyst optimism, market participants tend

to find other less-biased sources of information that lead to less reliance on biased forecasts.

Thus, changes in gullibility, even over a period as short as a month, could also to lead

to the abnormal risk-adjusted returns documented in this paper. Firms with high degrees

of analyst optimism bias lose their price inflation when gullibility with respect to analyst

forecasts diminishes. Likewise, the deflated prices of firms with ultra-conservative analyst
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forecasts lose their deflation when that reliance diminishes as well. In short, this is an efficient

markets anomaly with plausible root causes that derive from irrational behavior.

The theoretical contribution of the paper is a mathematical model of the influence of

analyst bias on returns. The model is very stylized and is cast in a static two-period setting,

but is easily generalized to a dynamic model where the market partially relies at all times

on both the consensus analyst forecast and on the most recent realization of an alternative

signal that is refreshed with a Poisson process. Only two additional assumptions are required.

First, the reliance on the alternative signal at the end of the month must exceed the reliance

at the beginning of the month if the alternative signal is refreshed. In other words, the

market’s gullibility must decline when the Poisson realization is achieved. For the model

to be dynamically consistent and stationary, the market’s gullibility must also increase in

months where the Poisson realization does not take place. The rate of increase in gullibility

in those months is determined by the rate of gullibility decrease in the Poisson realization

months, the Poisson intensity of the event, and the degree of mean reversion in analyst

forecast bias for states with no alternative information revelation.

The second critical assumption for generalizing the story is that changes in the model’s

alternative signal and the de-biased analyst forecast errors, vT
t and uT

t , be martingales. At

the root of this assumption is a tautology: A stock’s price must be the sum of a rational

component—a fair value—and a (positive, zero, or negative) behavioral component some-

times referred to as “share price inflation.” Our model is one where the inflation mean

reverts. To allow data to distinguish the behavioral component from the fair value com-

ponent, we have to assume that changes in a stock’s fair value, adjusted for risk and the

time value of money, are purely random. The model’s linearity and the Bayesian conclusion

that rational current-year earnings estimates—wherever they appear in the model—follow a

martingale, achieves this goal.

The analyst-bias anomaly not only leads to highly profitable trading strategies, but ex-
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plains the credit risk anomaly—the fact that high-beta high-credit-risk stocks earn far lower

returns than low-beta low-credit-risk stocks. The inferior returns of high credit risk stocks

disappears once analyst bias is controlled for. This leads to the conclusion that analyst bias

may be an important omitted variable in many regressions used to assess the determinants

of the cross-section of expected returns. We can only speculate, however, about why analyst

bias has so much more of an effect on the returns of high credit risk stocks than on the

returns of low credit risk stocks.

Analyst bias also has some relationship with momentum, a topic we intend to pursue

as an extension of this paper. High-bias stocks are those with low past returns and low

future returns. Controlling for analyst bias leads to a fairly negligible return effect from

the momentum characteristic, but the four-factor risk-adjusted returns studied here already

take out a momentum factor. Hence, further study is needed to assess the degree to which

analyst bias accounts for the momentum anomaly.

There are many promising avenues for future research. We have studied effects on average

risk-adjusted returns, but have yet to focus on how analyst bias influences the entire distri-

bution of returns. We also have yet to study the causes of analyst bias. While we can predict

analyst bias and perhaps improve upon the prediction accuracy with additional research, we

do not yet have an economic model of why analysts forecast earnings with a bias, and what

motivates cross-sectional differences in that bias. Finally, one of the most promising aspects

of being able to predict analyst bias is that it may lead to better estimates of stock price in-

flation. Models that directly measure stock price inflation exist. However, the risk-adjusted

returns that we predict are likely to stem from stock prices inflation and deflation. These

risk-adjusted returns may offer a promising alternative for measuring inflation.
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Table I. Prediction of analyst bias
This table, using monthly data on all U.S. exchange-listed non-penny stocks with credit ratings from 1986-
2012, estimates the coefficients of (3). The estimation uses panel regressions run separately for groups of
firms sorted by the number of 10Q earnings satements (denoted q = 0, 1, 2, or 3) released by the firm for the
relevant fiscal year. t-statistics, in parentheses, and the R-squared of each regression are reported as well.

q = 0 q = 1 q = 2 q = 3

Constant 0.095 −0.029 −0.091 −0.051
(1.95) (−0.74) (− 3.02) (−1.91)

PastAB 0.123 0.100 0.082 0.058
(26.05) (22.67) (19.16) (12.28)

Dispersion 0.248 0.367 0.511 0.453
(11.04) (20.55) (35.34) (35.43)

Coverage −0.001 −0.002 −0.002 −0.002
(−1.35) (−3.67) (−4.10) (−5.17)

PastRet− −0.695 −0.757 −0.462 −0.298
(−21.87) (−23.89) (−21.44) (−18.44)

PastRet+ −0.345 −0.249 −0.183 −0.067
(−16.61) (−14.94) (−13.67) (−5.22)

SUE− −0.040 −0.063 −0.035 −0.035
(−9.34) (−16.47) (−13.52) (−14.41)

SUE+ −0.027 −0.029 −0.018 −0.008
(−9.39) (−11.10) (−9.88) (−4.72)

DSmall 0.141 0.112 0.099 0.093
(6.04) (5.67) (6.44) (7.38)

DV alue 0.051 0.061 0.050 0.021
(6.17) (8.64) (8.95) (4.41)

Adjusted R2 0.085 0.086 0.080 0.070
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Table II. Descriptive Statistics
Panel A ranks stocks each month, t, into quintiles based on their S&P credit rating. It reports the time-series
average of monthly cross-sectional mean firm characteristics in month t + 1. Analyst bias is the analyst’s
EPS forecast for fiscal year 1 minus the actual EPS for the year standardized by the actual EPS. SUE is
the last reported quarterly EPS minus the EPS four quarters prior, divided by the standard deviation of
the last eight EPS changes. Dispersion is the standard deviation in analysts’ EPS forecasts standardized by
the absolute value of the consensus forecast Analyst coverage is the number of analysts covering the firm.
Panel B repeats this analysis, but sorting rated stocks into ÂB quintiles instead of rating quintiles. Panel C
does the same across ÂB cycle-specific quintiles. Stocks priced below $1 are removed. The sample period is
January 1986 to December 2012.

Panel A. Characteristics across rating quintiles

Rating Quintile (CR1=Best, CR5=Worst)

Characteristic CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4 CR5

S&P letter rating A+ BBB+ BBB− BB− B
Fraction NIG firms (≤ BB+) 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.98 1.00
Fraction rated B+ or worse 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.99
Fraction rated CCC+ or worse 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16
AB (%) 8.68 15.08 24.07 38.19 42.06
ÂB (%) 10.17 15.28 21.71 34.55 37.93

ÂB
CA

(%) 15.42 23.18 32.75 52.78 58.86
Market capitalization ($bln) 18.76 5.07 2.78 1.17 0.71
Book-to-market ratio 0.64 0.82 0.86 0.87 1.17
Past six-month return (%) 6.58 6.84 7.25 6.40 2.97
Current month return (%) 1.04 1.08 1.15 0.96 0.46
Risk-adjusted return (%) 0.10 0.11 0.09 −0.07 −0.39
CAPM beta 0.89 0.93 1.07 1.24 1.38
MKT beta 0.98 1.01 1.12 1.20 1.26
SMB beta −0.05 0.21 0.47 0.81 0.98
HML beta 0.41 0.53 0.56 0.50 0.42
UMD beta −0.06 −0.10 −0.16 −0.23 −0.32
Dispersion in analyst forecasts 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.23 0.41
Coverage (# of analysts) 17.68 13.23 11.42 8.01 6.21
SUE 0.84 0.49 0.43 0.25 −0.03
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Table II. Descriptive Statistics (continued)

Panel B. Characteristics across ÂB quintiles

Bias Quintile (ÂB1=Low, ÂB5=High)

Characteristic ÂB1 ÂB2 ÂB3 ÂB4 ÂB5

S&P letter rating A− BBB+ BBB BBB− BB
Fraction NIG firms (≤ BB+) 0.16 0.19 0.26 0.41 0.67
Fraction rated B+ or worse 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.13 0.31
Fraction rated CCC+ or worse 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
AB (%) 1.36 4.10 9.39 20.35 48.81
ÂB (%) 0.78 8.42 14.45 23.24 49.63

ÂB
CA

(%) −0.39 13.41 23.74 38.03 75.39
Market capitalization ($bln) 15.20 9.83 7.08 4.88 2.46
Book-to-market ratio 0.53 0.70 0.78 0.85 0.94
Past six-month return (%) 18.56 10.50 6.38 2.30 −5.77
Current month return (%) 1.08 1.02 1.02 1.01 0.81
Risk-adjusted return (%) 0.16 0.03 0.02 −0.00 −0.22
CAPM beta 0.98 0.94 1.00 1.11 1.26
MKT beta 1.01 1.01 1.06 1.14 1.23
SMB beta 0.11 0.18 0.27 0.43 0.69
HML beta 0.30 0.47 0.52 0.53 0.52
UMD beta −0.08 −0.09 −0.13 −0.17 −0.25
Dispersion in analyst forecasts 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.32
Coverage (# of analysts) 16.99 14.44 13.23 11.95 9.99
SUE 1.91 0.89 0.44 0.01 −0.52

Panel C. Characteristics across cycle-specific ÂB quintiles

Cycle-Specific Bias Quintile (ÂB1=Low, ÂB5=High)

Characteristic ÂB1 ÂB2 ÂB3 ÂB4 ÂB5

S&P letter rating A− BBB+ BBB BBB− BB
Fraction NIG firms (≤ BB+) 0.15 0.20 0.28 0.46 0.67
Fraction rated B+ or worse 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.16 0.32
Fraction rated CCC+ or worse 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
AB (%) 1.62 5.08 11.64 24.16 50.48
ÂB (%) 1.67 9.65 16.26 27.89 49.49

ÂB
CA

(%) 0.76 14.15 24.72 44.10 80.34
Market capitalization ($bln) 15.14 9.57 6.72 4.36 2.39
Book-to-market ratio 0.55 0.69 0.79 0.84 0.98
Past six-month return (%) 18.60 10.34 7.11 −0.07 −7.30
Current month return (%) 1.06 1.01 1.02 1.03 0.81
Risk-adjusted return (%) 0.16 0.00 0.10 −0.02 −0.30
CAPM beta 0.96 0.95 1.02 1.14 1.25
MKT beta 1.00 1.01 1.08 1.16 1.23
SMB beta 0.10 0.19 0.31 0.48 0.69
HML beta 0.31 0.46 0.51 0.54 0.54
UMD beta −0.08 −0.10 −0.13 −0.19 −0.25
Dispersion in analyst forecasts 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.33
Coverage (# of analysts) 16.97 14.32 13.00 11.34 10.13
SUE 1.85 0.91 0.41 −0.08 −0.63
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Table III. Risk-Adjusted Returns Sorted on Analyst Bias
Panel A shows average Carhart risk-adjusted returns for 25 categories of firms constructed from the intersection
of independently sorted quintiles of prior month credit ratings and predicted analyst bias. Panel B is like Panel
A, except that a firm’s predicted analyst bias quintile is determined by its rank relative to other firms within
the same quarterly forecast cycle. The last column (row) in Panel B displays the return spreads ÂB5 − ÂB1
(NIG−IG) after controlling for momentum, earnings momentum, and analyst dispersion as well as industry.
In particular, we run monthly Fama-MacBeth cross-sectional regressions of Carhart risk-adjusted returns on
dummies indicating the independently sorted IG/NIG and ÂB1 to ÂB5 groups, while also including in the
regressions rt−7:t−2, SUEt−1, and Dispt−1 characteristics as well as industry dummies. To compute each return
spread and its t-statistic, we omit the dummy with respect to which the corresponding spread is computed and
report the dummy and its associated t-statistic.

Panel A: 5× 5 independent sort on predicted analyst bias, ÂBt−1, and credit rating, CR.

Rating
Groups

Bias Quintiles (ÂB1=Low, ÂB5=High)

ÂB1 ÂB2 ÂB3 ÂB4 ÂB5 ÂB5− ÂB1

CR1 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.23 0.06 −0.03
(1.05) (0.32) (0.24) (1.92) (0.26) (−0.11)

CR2 0.21 0.09 0.00 0.04 0.19 −0.02
(1.98) (1.01) (0.01) (0.30) (1.02) (−0.10)

CR3 −0.07 0.03 −0.03 0.09 −0.12 −0.05
(−0.52) (0.24) (−0.26) (0.70) (−0.76) (−0.21)

CR4 0.20 −0.05 0.18 −0.25 −0.07 −0.27
(0.99) (−0.32) (1.15) (−1.87) (−0.50) (−1.17)

CR5 1.02 0.01 −0.14 −0.13 −0.58 −1.61
(3.02) (0.05) (−0.65) (−0.72) (−3.15) (−4.26)

CR5−CR1 0.95 −0.00 −0.16 −0.36 −0.62
(2.80) (−0.00) (−0.69) (−1.66) (−2.16)

Panel B. 5x5 earnings-cycle-specific sort on ÂBt−1 and CR

Rating
Groups

Cycle-Specific Bias Quintiles (ÂB1=Low, ÂB5=High)

ÂB1 ÂB2 ÂB3 ÂB4 ÂB5 ÂB5− ÂB1

CR1 0.08 0.06 0.16 0.07 −0.02 −0.10
(0.94) (0.78) (1.73) (0.56) (−0.07) (−0.44)

CR2 0.16 0.02 0.14 0.15 0.26 0.10
(1.73) (0.23) (1.53) (1.30) (1.50) (0.48)

CR3 0.09 −0.02 0.07 0.13 −0.06 −0.15
(0.79) (−0.22) (0.68) (1.19) (−0.38) (−0.77)

CR4 0.15 −0.10 0.09 0.00 −0.18 −0.33
(0.91) (−0.72) (0.75) (0.01) (−1.30) (−1.54)

CR5 1.04 0.31 0.03 −0.09 −0.59 −1.63
(3.29) (1.34) (0.18) (−0.62) (−3.85) (−4.60)

CR5−CR1 0.96 0.25 −0.13 −0.16 −0.58
(3.02) (1.05) (−0.69) (−0.86) (−2.34)
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Table IV. Cross-Sectional Regressions of Returns on Firm Characteristics
We run Fama-MacBeth monthly cross-sectional regressions of Carhart risk-adjusted returns, r∗i,t, on combi-
nations of lagged firm-level variables:

r∗i,t = c0,t + c1,t ÂBi,t−1 + c2,t (ÂBi,t−1 × DCR5,t−1) + c3,t DCR5,t−1

+c4,t ri,t−7:t−2 + c5,t SUEi,t−1 + c5,t Dispi,t−1 (16)

where ri,t−7:t−2 is the past six month cumulative return, SUEi,t−1 is the quarterly earnings surprise, Dispt−1

is the dispersion in analyst earnings forecasts, and DCR5,t−1 is a dummy variable indicating whether the
firm belongs to the quintile of worst-rated firms in month t− 1. All specifications include dummies for the
twenty industries of Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999). Panel A uses predicted analyst bias ÂB, while Panel

B uses cycle-adjusted analyst bias, ÂB
CA

.

Panel A: Using predicted analyst bias, ÂB

Regression Specification

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5

Constant −0.07 −0.01 −0.06 −0.10 −0.30
(−0.69) (−0.09) (−0.57) (−0.96) (−2.72)

ÂBi,t−1 −0.58 −0.55 −0.36 0.16
(−2.57) (−2.52) (−1.66) (0.73)

ÂBi,t−1 ×DCR5,t−1 −0.87 −1.12
(−1.78) (−2.09)

DCR5,t−1 −0.57 −0.22 0.09 0.13
(−4.08) (−1.26) (0.39) (0.52)

rt−7:t−2 0.37
(1.35)

SUEt−1 0.05
(3.04)

Dispt−1 −0.18
(−0.82)

Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R2 (%) 6.69 5.01 7.14 7.46 8.53

Panel B: Using cycle-adjusted analyst bias, ÂB
CA

Constant −0.07 −0.01 −0.06 −0.11 −0.29
(−0.70) (−0.09) (−0.59) (−1.00) (−2.54)

ÂBi,t−1 −0.41 −0.40 −0.25 0.11
(−2.77) (−2.76) (−1.69) (0.67)

ÂBi,t−1 ×DCR5,t−1 −0.76 −1.06
(−2.46) (−3.02)

DCR5,t−1 −0.57 −0.20 0.18 0.30
(−4.08) (−1.15) (0.84) (1.25)

rt−7:t−2 0.29
(1.01)

SUEt−1 0.04
(2.69)

Dispt−1 −0.23
(−0.97)

Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R2 (%) 6.77 5.01 7.22 7.52 8.56
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Figure I. Analyst bias around 10K earnings announcements.
The figure presents the observation-weighted time-series average of the mean analyst bias around 10K
earnings announcements. Results are presented for all rated firms, as well as firms rated investment grade
(IG) and non-investment grade (NIG) during month 0. The observarion-weighted average weights each
monthly mean by the number of observations (earnings announcements) during that month, giving more
weight to months with more earnings announcements.

Plot A: Ex-post analyst bias: AB
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Plot B: Predicted analyst bias: ÂB
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Plot C: Cycle-adjusted analyst bias: ÂB
CA
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Figure II. Firm counts by predicted analyst bias and credit rating.
Each month, t, stocks are ranked into quintiles based on S&P credit rating and (independently) into
quintiles based on predicted analyst bias, ÂB. The 3-D bar plot depicts the average number of firms
populating the 25 categoris based on the intersection of the two sets of quintiles.

Plot A. Average observation counts using ÂB.
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Plot B. Average observation counts using cycle-adjusted ÂB.
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Figure III. Analyst bias around extreme bias ranks.
The figure presents the time-series average of the monthly cross-sectional mean predicted analyst bias
(Plot A), or cycle-adjusted analyst bias (Plot B), around month 0 in which a firm is in the lowest (two
bottom lines) or highest (two top lines) analyst bias quintile.

Plot A: Predicted analyst bias (ÂB)
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Plot B: Cycle-adjusted analyst bias (cycle-specific ÂB)
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